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To schedule a f ree design appointment or to download additional measuring forms visit us at calicocorners.com

Measure for

Custom Bedding
MEASURING TIPS:
 
1. Use a metal measuring tape, not a ruler or cloth tape measure. 
   Write your measurements in the spaces provided and double-check them!

2. For all top of the bed products, measurements should be taken with the bed fully dressed with maximum amount of sheets 
    and blankets used. Otherwise, the covering may be too short.

3. Length and f it will vary according to the amount of under coverings.

4. For Duvet Covers, please supply the actual width and length of the insert you will be using.

5. For Side Drop or Comforter/Coverlet Drop, place a yardstick, cardboard or other flat object on top of bed to provide a point 
    f rom which to measure.

A - B:  WIDTH OF BED  ___________________________________________      C - D:  LENGTH OF BED  ___________________________________________

D - E:  SIDE DROP  ________________________________________________     F - G:  BED SKIRT DROP  __________________________________________

H - I:  COMFORTER/COVERLET DROP  ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
                     (top of mattress to top of box spring, add 2” for straight hem or 5” for scalloped hem)

J - K:  HEADBOARD BODY ________________________________________     K - L:  HEADBOARD LEG  _________________________________________  
                (height desired)                              (height desired: 1/4” less than side drop)

FOOTBOARD:   Yes    /    No   SIDEBOARDS:   Yes    /    No        DUVET INSERT:  _______________________    x    ______________________
                          width                   length

MATTRESS
STANDARD DIMENSIONS:

Twin: 39”W x 75”L 
Full/Double: 54”W x 75”L

Queen: 60”W x 80”L
King: 78”W x 80”L

California King: 72”W x 84”L

I DECLINE A PROFESSIONAL MEASURE AND ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY IF MY OWN MEASUREMENTS ARE USED AND ARE INCORRECT.

Signature: ____________________________________________________________________           Date:  _______________________________

The measurements completed by you will help us provide a quote for your project. To ensure the perfect f it, Calico recommends a professional 
measure and installation (if required). If you decline a professional measure, Calico will not be responsible for altering any product if it is made 
according to customer specif ications.


